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This tetralogy of large-scale paintings embodies a moment of synthesis in López-Ramos’ work as he is re-
turning to strategies and methods previously resorted to in his series Aporías del alma cubana* (Aporias 
of the Cuban Soul), created in the mid 90s, while still living in Havana.
Those earlier works gathered different meaning constructions that have emblematized Cuba and “Cubani-
dad” (Cuban Identity), throughout its history. This includes realistic renderings of tropical fruits para-
phrasing the gaze of colonial Art, the syncretism of Afro-Cuban religious symbols and Catholic images, 
and the Revolution’s propaganda iconography. 
In Chromatic Aporias the artist adds typical Americana popular culture characters, and esoteric symbols 
related to the American political tradition. The carnivalesque mixture of such dissimilar narratives may 
connote the cultural, philosophical and political paradoxes faced by the Cuban soul today, in a contempo-
rary reenactment of the Aristotelian concept of Aporia: the equality of contrary conclusions.

*The concept this series is based upon was first addressed by the artist in the text Los Corredores Aéreos del Alma 
Cubana, published in Revista LOQUEVENGA, La Habana, Año I No.1, 1994, pp. 71-72.
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        Chromatic Aporias: insularity and nation on canvas

Each  artwork  of  Rafael  López-Ramos (Cuba, 1962) represents an exploration of our coexistence 
with the visual information that surrounds us. They are incisive, analytical, questioning artworks... And 
now, with the sharpness of the interlocutor who provides the answer before the question arises, he de-
livers the Chromatic Aporias.

As if to answer the question of what ‘the island’ of Cuba is, each canvas takes an inquisitive look at 
that nation that refuses to be archipelago; becoming an Island by choice. It is precisely on that concept 
of ‘island’ –as a unique, monolithic land- that comes to crystallize the criticism each of these canvases 
articulates.

Given that insularity, repeated by historical, patriotic and political discourses, and scarcely challenged, 
the Chromatic Aporias come to investigate the composition of such a geopolitical concept. The physi-
cal limits of each canvas come to play with the margins themselves of that alleged total insularity. These 
artworks interrogate all levels of cultural (self) recognition: from the upper strata of official history 
to the popular sayings and characters inhabiting the street bustle. Rather it is a decentered insularity 
which, in the first instance is expressed through the fragmentary character of a cultural heritage woven 
by multiple concomitances. The square shape of each of the paintings seems to liken the perfection of 
the noble geometric figure and the no less perfect concept of ‘island’. From the four cardinal points of 
its sides, each canvas-island allows the possibility of circumnavigating history and culture, now from 
a semiotic perspective.

Chromatic Aporias are islands devouring and deconstructing themselves. The contrast of the comple-
mentary colors that animate each work is a call of attention to the contrast ratio of the equally dissimilar 
elements composing that assumed insularity. In each piece we witness the wakes left in the memory by 
heterogeneous narratives: there coexist religion and politics, secret societies and government institu-
tions, patriotic symbols and touristic logos, Spanish colonial cartography and American comic superhe-
roes... even the patterns that left their marks on the wall tiles of Andalusian origins. All brought together 
under the aegis of a fruit: eggplant, plantain, orange, mamey... Always an edible plant fruit comes to 
the center of the piece, floating in the foreground, as if it were the beginning of a parade of symbols, 
captaining many other symbols that are razing through everything to get to be installed in each mouth.

Symbolic systems are presented as the edible items they are; artifacts carefully designed and produced 
to be eaten, chewed, swallowed, digested; but never thought, analyzed, studied in its intrinsic composi-
tion or its relationship with other symbols. Human societies are only accessible through the symbols 
of the ideologies they digest. Thus is the proposal of Rafael López-Ramos’ works: the historical, po-
litical and social contexts are recipes of capsule-symbols that coexist to determine a culturally distinct 
space.



The Chromatic Aporias that López-Ramos presents us come to redefine that insularity, accepted without 
qualms, as a synonym of nationality. “The Island” is no longer a geographical but a cultural term. Fer-
nandina, Juana or Cuba, but also Little Havana and Hialeah (FL), Elizabeth (NJ) and Jackson Heights 
(NY). That “island” recognizes itself in all those spaces where the memory of its formative discourses 
is surviving. Since the Aporias of the Cuban Soul, that back in the 90s highlighted the apparent contra-
dictions of all these symbolic systems, until the aporias of the emigrated, fragmentary and itinerant soul 
of a nation that is torn between the inside and outside and, perhaps, it gets to be again an archipelago 
and recognizes itself within a particular symbolic code. The “island” lives wherever its paradoxes have 
reached.

The Chromatic Aporias also have the ability to interpellate milieus other than the Cuban nationality. Is 
not each national context an island closed within its private limits? Each nation is a self-absorbed and 
inbred environment; it is the imagined community, described by Benedict Anderson1 that now reveals 
itself before us based on a symbolic alphabet, which we cannot do without, so that all participants can 
identify each other and differentiate from other alphabets, of other languages that are forged in different 
Cultural-geographic-political contexts. Discourses are astral bodies that appear and disappear in time-
space of each island; each one leaves behind a trace previously designed in particular colors and shapes. 
Logo, acronym, symbol, representation... there is always a visual component associated to the abstrac-
tion of every narrative. In each ideological insularity, the palimpsests of the social and political history 
build a substrate of symbols that sustains us and, therefore, we do not usually question.

With the feast of bright colors and the overlapping -sometimes cynical, sometimes jocular- of symbolic 
elements, López-Ramos’ Chromatic Aporias are a mirror in which we are de-constructed; each of them 
problematizes the monolithic and unchanging concept of insularity as a unifying tool. Chromatic Apo-
rias lead us to rethink ourselves as socio-historical entities at a time when diaspora and globalization 
seem to mark the path of the century.

Hugo Garcia, PhD
Associate Professor of Latin American Studies and Spanish
Western Washington University

---------------------------
1 Anderson, Benedict. Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism. 
London: Verso, (1983, 1991, 2006) 2010.
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Artworks List

              Aporia in Red and Green, 2015, acrylic, oil pastel on canvas, 65” x 641/2”.



           Aporia in Blue and Orange, 2015, acrylic, oil pastel on canvas, 65” x 65”.



       Aporia in Yellow and Violet, 2015, acrylic, oil pastel on canvas, 79” x 78”.



       Aporia in Green and Red, 2015, acrylic, oil pastel on canvas, 77” x 78”.


